Abstract. We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions to characterize the boundedness of the composition of dyadic paraproduct operators.
Introduction
Recall that a Toeplitz operator on the Hardy space of analytic functions H 2 (D) is defined by
where T ϕ f = P H 2 (ϕf ) .
It is well known that this operator is bounded if and only if ϕ ∈ L ∞ (T). Equivalently, the Toeplitz operator T ϕ is bounded if and only if sup λ∈D T ϕ k λ H 2 < ∞ where k λ (z) = 1 1−λz is the reproducing kernel for H 2 (D). An infamous conjecture of Sarason, [8] , states that the composition of two (potentially unbounded) Toeplitz operators is bounded, i.e. T ϕ T ψ is a bounded operator, if and only if a certain relatively simple testing condition on the symbols ϕ and ψ hold, see [10] . However, even though this conjecture seems quite reasonable, a beautiful counterexample was constructed by F. Nazarov in [2] disproving this simple testing condition.
In this paper we are interested in a discrete dyadic analogue of the Sarason conjecture. This discrete problem is already very challenging and captures much of the difficulty associated with Sarason's original conjecture but is more amenable to study because of the dyadic nature of the problem. In particular, we are concerned with dyadic Haar paraproducts, and obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for the boundedness of the composition of two such paraproducts. The conditions characterizing the boundedness will be much more general than just those characterizing boundedness for each individual paraproduct -just as the condition bd ∞ < ∞ that characterizes boundedness of the composition M b • M d of pointwise multipliers is much more general than the conditions b ∞ < ∞ and d ∞ < ∞ that characterize individual boundedness of the pointwise multipliers.
Let D denote the usual dyadic grid of intervals on the real line. We consider sequences b = {b I } I∈D of complex numbers on D, which we often refer to as symbols. Define The operators considered in this paper are the following dyadic paraproducts. The purpose of this paper is to characterize boundedness on L 2 (R) of the compositions P (α,β) b
. We denote the composition P , and refer to the index (α, β, γ, δ) as the type of the product P is obtained by exchanging exponents, which then reduces the total number of products to be investigated. We are able to give reasonable characterizations of the operator norm P is of the form (α, 0, 0, δ) or (0, β, γ, 0). In the first case, the product P In the second case, the compositions are not as easy since there is less cancellation. However, we are able to transplant the problem, first to an operator on the discrete Bergman space on D, and then to a two weight norm inequality for a positive or singular operator on L 2 (H). The positive operator inequality reduces to the tree inequality in [1] , while the singular operator inequality is solved by an extension of a two weight theorem in [3] . The transplantation idea seems to be a novel element in our approach to paraproducts, and should find application elsewhere.
Our main results are then the following theorems that characterize the compositions in certain cases. To state them requires some additional notation. For a sequence a = {a I } I∈D define.
In the case of a composition of type (0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0) or (0, 0, 0, 0) we have the following characterization.
Moreover, the operator norm of the composition satisfies
For compositions of type (1, 0, 0, 1) we also have a characterization, but again require some additional notation. Given a symbol a = {a I } I∈D , we define the sweep, S (a), of a by
and also the sequence E(a) by
The characterization is then given by the following theorem.
Moreover, the operator norm of the composition P
In the case of the composition of type (0, 1, 1, 0) we obtain the following theorem. To state the characterization again requires slightly more notation. Given a function f ∈ L 2 (R) and an interval I ∈ D we let
denote the projection of the function f onto the span of the Haar functions supported within the interval I. When applied to a sequence a = {a I } I∈D the operator Q I takes the following form:
Notice that this definition encompasses the definition when applied to functions since we can always identify a function with its sequence of Haar coefficients. Our characterization is then the following theorem.
is bounded on L 2 (R) if and only if both
for all I ∈ D; i.e. for all I ∈ D the following inequalities are true
Moreover, the norm of
where C 1 and C 2 are the best constants in appearing above.
In the case of composition of type (0, 1, 0, 0), and by duality and symmetry the type (0, 0, 1, 0), we have the following characterization of the composition of Haar paraproducts.
for all I ∈ D.; i.e. for all I ∈ D the following inequalities are true
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we carry out the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. These essentially reduce to the characterizations of when a single paraproduct is bounded. In Section 3 we give the proof of Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. These characterizations are more difficult, but can be studied via techniques used to obtain two-weight inequalities for positive and well-localized operators.
As an application of these results it is possible to provide a new proof of the following:
Above, the A 2 characteristic of the function w is the quantity:
while the Hilbert transform is defined by
with the integral taken in the principle value sense. One first notes
The second reduction is to note that since the Hilbert transform can be recovered by averaging the Haar shifts, and since we are only after an upper bound, it will be sufficient to study the following dyadic model operator
where S is a shift operator defined on the Haar basis by Sh I ≡ h I − − h I + . Because of linearity, it suffices to consider just "half" of the shift operator S defined by the operator h I − ⊗ h I . This averaging of shifts to recover H is the key observation made by Petermichl in [5] and played a decisive role in her proof of Theorem 1.5. Then note that
where, we can recognize the operators above as paraproducts by setting
, for I ∈ D. Then writing
we can recognize these terms as composition of paraproducts. One then can apply the above theorems characterizing the composition of paraproducts, and then verify that the testing conditions that appear can all be controlled by a linear power of the A 2 characteristic. In particular this strengthens the linear bound for S on L 2 (w) by obtaining such a bound for each of the nine operators arising in the canonical decomposition (1.5). A simpler proof of this, but again using the strategy outlined above, appears in [6] .
Reduction to Single Paraproducts
Given two sequences b = {b I } I∈D and d = {d I } I∈D let b • d denote the Schur product of the sequences, i.e.
The composition P
is given by
reduces to that of a single paraproduct P 
Proof. With the notation
2). Then the Carleson Embedding Theorem gives
So we have that
To see that the other inequality holds, simply test on a Haar function. Indeed, letÎ denote the parent of I, and then we have
.
However, a computation shows that
which proves (2.3).
It is clear that Lemma 2.1 coupled with the computations above prove Theorem 1.1.
2.1. The Pott-Smith Identity. We now recall a useful identity obtained by Pott and Smith in [7, Proposition 2.3] related to the composition of certain types of paraproducts. We will use the identity to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for P
to be bounded on L 2 (R). We remind the reader that for a symbol a = {a I } I∈D , in equation (1.1) the sweep S (a) of a was defined by
and equation (1.2) we defined the sequence E(a) by
We now decompose the paraproduct P (1,1) a into paraproducts with simpler types, each having at least one 0 in the index. The most natural idea is to expand the averaging functions in a Haar series: h 1 I = J I h 1 I (J) h J , and then to split the resulting double sum over intervals into diagonal, upper and lower parts. Carrying out this strategy we obtain:
Now we have
where we have use the definition of E(a) in (1.2). We also have with
Similarly,
and altogether we have the desired decomposition
Thus we see that the single paraproduct P
(1,1) a not covered by (2.2) reduces to types already characterized. Using this we can then obtain the characterization of the paraproduct P
Proof. From (2.4) by applying Lemma 2.1 we have the following estimate
We now turn to showing that inequality (2.6) can be reversed. Suppose that P
is finite. Then an easy computation shows that
A similar computation demonstrates that
= 0 as well. Thus, we have
Again, letÎ denote the parent of the dyadic interval I. Now set
Then simple straightforward computations demonstrate that
First, observe that
Next, observe that the computations above involving F I give that
and
Thus, using (2.4), (2.8) , and the computations above we have that
Finally, we compute
Combining (2.9) and (2.10) yields
, which gives
and then taking the supremum over I ∈ D gives.
Combining (2.7) and (2.11) gives
Then (2.6) and (2.12) prove the Corollary.
When studying the composition P 
It is clear that the above Corollary proves Theorem 1.2. When the sequence a = {a I } I∈D is given by non-negative terms, then we have the following estimate that will be useful as well. It is proved simply by applying the Carleson Embedding Theorem.
Proposition 2.4. Let a = {a I } I∈D be a sequence of non-negative numbers. Then
. Now apply Lemma 2.1 and (2.3) to see that
and so we have
However,
and so the Proposition follows.
Transplantation
We have
. From these formulas we can compute the Gram matrices of the composition of paraproducts. We will then choose an appropriate representation of Hilbert space on which to analyze a given Gram matrix. It is the simplicity of these formulas when β = 0 that accounts for our success in characterizing boundedness of products with type (0, β, γ, 0).
At this point we also set forth some notation that will be used through out the remainder of this section. For the dyadic grid D we let ℓ 2 (D) denote the standard space of square integrable sequences indexed by the dyadic intervals. For a weight function ω : D → R + we let ℓ 2 (ω) denote the sequences {a I } I∈D for which
Recall now that we can identify the dyadic grid D on the real line with the standard Bergman tree of Carleson tiles on the upper plane by associating each I ∈ D with the Carleson tile
Also set
which is the Carleson square associated with I ∈ D. Let H denote the upper half plane, and so in particular we see that H = I∈D T (I). We will let L 2 (H) denote the standard L 2 space on the upper half plane, and for a non-negative function σ we will let L 2 (H; σ) denote the functions that are square integrable with respect to σ dA, i.e,
Now consider the Hilbert subspace L 2 c (H) which denotes the set of functions that are square integrable on H, but are constant on tiles. Namely, f : D → C and can be represented as
Then we have that 
a is not the inverse of M a !. We will also let b ≡ b I I∈D . Recall that in (1.3) for an interval I ∈ D and a function f ∈ L 2 (R) we let
denote the projection of the function f onto the span of the Haar functions supported within the interval I. For sequences a ≡ {a I } I∈D in (1.4) the operator Q I takes the following form:
We now study each remaining composition type in turn.
relative to the Haar basis {h I } I∈D has entries
Define an operator T
relative to the basis 1 T (I)
I∈D
has entries
Thus, up to an absolute constant,
in the lower triangle where
By the above computations we have
and we will further show below that
with C 1 and C 2 the best constants in the testing inequality. However, for each of these constants we have
, see the argument just after (3.8), and so we obtain
Now the operator norm
equals the best constant in a certain two weight inequality for the positive operator U on L 2 c (H), where
The inequality we wish to characterize is
, which we first recast in the language of trees as in [1] . To do this, we suppose that f is constant on tiles T (K) in the upper half space, and view f as the sequence f : D −→ C given by its averages
Define the adjoint tree integral I * f by
and define the special weight sequence s (K) ≡ |K|, K ∈ D. Then for f constant on tiles T (K) in the upper half space we have
which shows that
are multiplication by
and b K respectively on the tile T (K), which for convenience we abbreviate as d s and b respectively, we see that the two weight inequality (3.1) is equivalent to
Now if we set
and (3.2) is equivalent to
At this point we can apply the characterization of the two weight tree inequality in [1] . Now D is a rootless tree, and the inequality in [1] is stated for a rooted tree, but the monotone convergence theorem immediately extends the characterization in [1] to rootless trees as well. Thus the best constant C in (3.3) is comparable to the best constant C 1 in the corresponding truncated testing condition with g = 1 {L∈D: L⊂I} for I ∈ D:
i.e.
It is now convenient to relabel our weights by introducing the different notation,
in which the testing condition (3.4) is equivalent to
The testing condition (3.5) thus gives a characterization of the boundedness of the paraproduct composition
. However, we now want to rephrase this as a testing condition, but only on the operator
c (H) be the unitary operator defined on basis elements by (3.7)
V h I = 1 T (I) .
Using these unitary operators we can write
Finally, using (3.6) one sees that (3.5) is equivalent to a simple testing condition on the composition
Furthermore, it is immediate to see that (3.8) is implied by the boundedness of
Interchanging the roles of b and d we have the following Theorem that characterizes the boundedness of P (0,1) b
, which is just a restatement of Theorem 1.3.
where C 1 and C 2 are the best constants in appearing above. 
defined by
where
A straightforward computation shows that
relative to the basis 1 T (I) I∈D then has entries given by
Thus, up to an absolute constant, we see that
, and we obtain the following conclusion
Now the operator norm
equals the best constant in a certain two weight inequality for the operator U on L 2 (H) defined by
This operator is not positive, but its singular character is well-behaved, and the best constant in a certain two weight inequality associated to U is in turn comparable to the best constants in the associated testing conditions. These testing conditions thus give a characterization of the boundedness of the paraproduct composition P (0,1) b
Here are the details which provide this reduction.
By the computations above, the inequality we wish to characterize is:
, and if we define g = M 1 2 d f then inequality (3.10) is equivalent to: (H;ν) , where the weights w and ν are given by
This follows because a straightforward computation shows that for
and that for f = M
c (H;ν) .
and substitute g = hσ into (3.11) to see that (3.10) is in terms of weighted L 2 norms equivalent to
, By Theorem 3.3 we have that the best constant in (3.12) is equivalent to best constants in the testing conditions given by
. (3.14)
We now phrase these conditions in terms of paraproduct type testing conditions. For our special choice of measures σ and w given above, a simple computation shows that right-hand side of (3.13) is
While the left-hand side of (3.13) yields
Thus, for our special choice of measures, (3.13) is equivalent to
And, since
we conclude that (3.13) is implied by
Furthermore, it is clear that this last condition is implied by the boundedness of the operator
For if g is any function, then we have
Turning to (3.14) one easily computes that the right-hand side is given by
We now provide an alternate, equivalent, way to study the backward testing condition. Let
c (H) be the unitary operator defined in (3.7) . Next, observe that w1 Q(I) = J⊂I |b J | 2 |J| −2 1 T (J) . Then, using these unitary operators we have that
These computation show that backward testing is equivalent to the following
This condition is again clearly implied by the boundedness of the operator
Finally, we note that
To see this, note that
But, observe that we have
Using these observations, we find that
Therefore, we have the following theorem providing the boundedness in terms of testing conditions on the paraproduct P ≤ C 1 ;
Moreover, the norm of P (0,1) b
3.2.1.
A Discrete T1 Theorem with Different Bases. We will prove the following Theorem by adapting the proof strategy from Nazarov, Treil and Volberg in [3] . Recall that for K ∈ D that we have defined c (H;ν) .
Therefore, we have
Combining the above we get
Remark 3.1. The paper [3] more generally studies operators that are "well localized" with respect to the Haar basis. It is clear that the method of proof in [3] can be extended to operators that are sufficiently localized with respect to a pair of bases. We do not explore this extension at this time, but will return to it at some point in the future.
Conclusion
Unfortunately the methods we have used in this paper do not appear to work to handle type (0, 1, 0, 1) compositions. However, we strongly believe that the following conjecture is true: Moreover, we will have
The choice of the families {F I } I∈D and {B I } I∈D will clearly play an important role.
